Supplement: Detailed Description of Treatment

Trauma-Integrated Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Psychosis (TI-CBTp) integrates multiple Empirically Supported Treatments (Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavior Therapy [1], Prolonged Exposure [2], Cognitive Processing Therapy [3]) to meet the needs of Early Psychosis (EP) populations. TI-CBTp emphasizes broad skill building (relaxation, affect regulation, cognitive coping) to support EP individuals in managing psychosocial stressors and symptoms; a combination of imaginal and in-vivo gradual exposure, depending on the client’s needs, is used to practice skills and achieve desensitization, while managing any recurrence of psychotic symptoms to avoid relapse. TI-CBTp focuses heavily on safety enhancement and relapse management, as EP individuals are at high-risk for maltreatment throughout their lives, and facilitates linkage to long-term care as needed. Given the importance of family support in EP outcomes [4-5], TI-CBTp involves support persons on some level throughout treatment regardless of the client’s age. Below we outline the key components of TI-CBTp: assessment, formulation and treatment planning, psychoeducation, skill building, exposure, and relapse management and enhancing safety.

1. Assessment

Comprehensive psychodiagnostic assessment facilitates understanding symptoms (e.g., duration, severity, onset, frequency, triggers) and functional impairment. Individuals with psychosis can experience cognitive impairments impacting memory and attention [6], so collateral information can be critical to initial diagnosis and case conceptualization.

**Psychosis.** The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID-5) [7] can be used to comprehensively assess psychotic and comorbid symptoms. For attenuated psychotic symptoms, the Structured Interview for Psychosis-Risk Symptoms [8] is recommended. The Clinical Global Impression Scale [9] or Colorado Symptom Index Scale [10] can be used to monitor symptoms over time.

**Trauma Events and Effects.** For adults, the SCID-5 or the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5) [11] can be used to assess post-traumatic stress symptoms. For children and adolescents, the UCLA PTSD Reaction Index for DSM-5 [12] or the Child and Adolescent Trauma Screen [13] assess exposure to traumatic events and PTSD criteria. To monitor progress, post-traumatic stress symptoms should be assessed at intake, before exposure, and after completing trauma-focused treatment. Meeting full criteria for PTSD is not a pre-requisite for proceeding with TI-CBTp, as individuals with post-traumatic stress symptoms that do not meet the diagnostic threshold can still potentially benefit from trauma-focused treatment. Furthermore, the timing of a traumatic experience (childhood versus adulthood), though relevant to case conceptualization, is not a determining factor in whether TI-CBTp is appropriate; this approach can be used whether the client experienced trauma during childhood, adulthood, or both.

**Risk.** Trauma and psychosis are associated with increased suicide risk [14–18]; standardized risk assessment during the intake and throughout treatment is critical. The Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale [19] quantifies the severity of suicidal ideation and behavior over the lifetime and in the past month. Alternatives include the Collaborative Assessment and Management of Suicidality [20] and the Linehan Risk Assessment and Management Protocol [21], which include guidance for managing suicide risk.

**Culture and Language.** The DSM-5 Cultural Formulation Interview [22] can be used to understand the individual’s cultural background and perspective on their symptoms and experiences. Within the context of psychosis, an individual’s cultural perspective may influence whether an experience is abnormal or distressing. For example, if the experience of communicating with ancestors is a common cultural experience and does not cause distress or impairment, it would not be conceptualized as a psychotic symptom. Similarly, language can impact the expression of an individual’s experience and contribute to misinterpretations of experience as more or less significant. Therefore, completing
assessments in an individual’s primary language (using an interpreter if needed) can help to avoid miscommunication. One’s cultural beliefs may also impact whether an experience is seen as traumatic. The experience of war by a large group of individuals may lessen their perception of the experience as a trauma. Similarly, the use of corporal punishment is not seen as physical abuse by some cultural groups. Therefore, understanding the individual’s cultural view of the traumatic event can impact its conceptualization and the treatment approach.

2. Formulation and Treatment Planning

Clinicians should formulate an initial case conceptualization following the assessment and determine whether psychosis or post-traumatic stress symptoms are the primary concern or equally distressing (Figure 2 in main text). It is important to note that case conceptualization is an iterative process; clinicians should revisit their conceptualization throughout treatment as additional information about the client is obtained. Additional factors that could impede or enhance treatment progress should also be identified early-on in treatment. Example impeding factors include unmet basic needs, severe substance dependence, low motivation and engagement in treatment, repeated crises, and significant family-child problems including potential loss of placement. We recommend addressing problems in this order:

1. Suicidal ideation/behavior, danger to others, nonsuicidal self-injury
2. Therapy interfering behavior (e.g., repeated no shows, repeated crises)
3. Central problem (e.g., trauma, psychosis, both)
4. Substance use (Could fall into any above. If not, address last)

3. Psychoeducation

Psychoeducation normalizes responses to traumatic events or psychosis onset and reinforces accurate cognitions about what occurred. Psychoeducation is emphasized at the start of treatment and integrated throughout. We provide some specific guidance regarding psychoeducation and encourage clinicians to consult CSC [23], CBTP [24], and trauma-related protocols [1-3] for further details and examples.

Assessment Feedback and Treatment Planning helps clients and families understand relevant symptom dimensions and risk behaviors, identify treatment goals and the most distressing symptoms and/or traumatic events, and determine level of involvement by family members/support persons.

Crisis/Relapse Planning requires clients and families to understand symptoms and behaviors interfering with clinical stability (e.g., harm to self/others, substance use, psychosis). Safety assessment must occur throughout treatment. Case management needs must be addressed early to avoid impact on treatment engagement; establishing relative clinical stability allows client engagement. “Relative stability” is defined here as at least one month on a stable medication dose, psychotic symptoms managed without significant distress or effect on behavior, and no engagement in high risk behavior. Once relative stability is achieved, relapse planning should occur so clients can monitor symptoms and respond appropriately.

General Psychoeducation teaches clients and families about symptoms and provides gradual exposure through educational material in order to normalize and validate the client’s experiences. Normalization of the event and associated effects include helping the client feel they are not alone in the experience and the associated symptoms are common. Validation includes helping the client understand that their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors make sense in the context of their experiences and may have been used in order to survive. The goal of psychoeducation is not for clients to process the details of their
own traumatic events or to create a narrative of the client’s life or traumatic experiences. This is because 1) clients may not have the skills to process all the memories at this time, which may lead to dissociation or overwhelming emotions; and 2) clients may not have a strong therapeutic relationship with the clinician at this early point in treatment. If clients spontaneously disclose trauma-related information during psychoeducation, it is important to normalize emotional responses to psychoeducation, validate the client’s distress, and move on. Clinicians might also need to set boundaries if clients bring up many details about prior traumas; this should be done sensitively and through reminding the client why you are not engaging in processing of their specific traumatic experience at this stage.

**Psychosis facts and symptoms.** Clients and families should understand how and why symptoms develop and worsen, including positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms of psychosis, depression and anxiety, and the vulnerability-stress model [23, 25]. To track triggers, patterns, and treatment progress, clients should monitor symptoms and behaviors via a diary card [41], worksheet (e.g., a simple table with columns to record the triggering event, resulting emotion, and behavioral response), or smartphone application, and discuss each session. For example in Dialectical Behavior Therapy [26], diary cards are used to track suicidal ideations and actions, self-harm urges and actions, other risk behaviors, and emotion intensity experienced throughout the week. Trigger monitoring includes the situation in which the trigger occurred, thoughts about what caused the trigger, emotions elicited during the trigger, and positive and negative consequences of behaviors during or after the trigger. Inclusion of support persons is recommended, particularly when cognitive symptoms impede ability to complete assignments.

**Trauma and post-traumatic stress symptoms.** Trauma psychoeducation should include information about the event(s), how many people experience similar traumatic events (e.g. prevalence of childhood sexual abuse), common perpetrators and their behaviors, thoughts/feelings/reactions after trauma, how trauma effects the brain, and how treatment will facilitate symptom reduction [1]. Clients have often experienced multiple traumatic events and didactic instruction on each one may be impractical. The focus of psychoeducation and exposure should be events that are most distressing and impairing to the client. The National Child Traumatic Stress Network [27] is one common resource which provides worksheets and handouts that can be used during psychoeducation about trauma events and effects.

4. Skill Building

**TI-CBTp skill building includes managing concerning symptoms and reactions to discussing traumatic experiences by replacing maladaptive with more adaptive coping skills relevant to various situations.**

**Relaxation Skills.** People who have experienced trauma often have chronic heightened physiological reactions to stress, responding as if a traumatic event is reoccurring. Clients should learn skills for both non-crisis and crisis situations. Non-crisis relaxation skills include breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, and mindfulness. Crisis relaxation skills can include Dialectical Behavior Therapy [26] distress tolerance skills (e.g., TIPP, self-soothe, IMPROVE, Radical Acceptance) to increase tolerance of painful emotions without engaging in potentially harmful behavior.

**Affect Regulation.** People who have experienced trauma and/or psychosis typically have a predominance of painful emotions and affect dysregulation or may experience significant negative symptoms (e.g., anhedonia, avolition). Affect regulation skills help with emotion identification, affective expression, managing negative emotions, problem solving, social skills, and positive self-talk. Behavioral activation can increase energy and drive when negative symptoms are present; emotion induction can facilitate connections to emotional experiences.

**Cognitive Coping.** Cognitive coping allows exploration of thoughts and correction of inaccurate or unhelpful cognitions. Psychosis- or trauma-related cognitions should not be challenged at this time; this can be invalidating and ineffective until after gradual exposure. Cognitive coping increases awareness of
one’s internal dialogue, beginning with non-trauma or non-psychosis related examples. Clients learn the connection between thoughts, feelings and behaviors using the cognitive triangle. Clients also learn “catch it, check it, change it” to identify negative automatic thoughts (catch), examine their accuracy and helpfulness (check), and restructure unhelpful/inaccurate thoughts (change).

5. Exposure

Exposure unpairs thoughts, reminders, and memories from overwhelming negative emotions and breaks patterns of avoidance. Within a CBT framework, avoidance of trauma-related stimuli maintains post-traumatic stress symptoms and worsens distress over time. Exposing individuals to trauma reminders imaginably or in vivo in a safe environment reduces fear and avoidance [28].

TI-CBTp uses gradual exposure. Clients create a hierarchy and trauma narrative (see TF-CBT manual [1]). For complex trauma, creating a timeline of events can help identify the most salient traumatic experiences, and themes (e.g., trust, safety) are used in narration along with specific events. Clients process “hot spot” memories, not their entire lifetime, for 6 to 8 sessions. After narration, cognitive processing is used to explore and correct trauma-related cognitive errors.

When appropriate, the support person is present as the client reviews their narration. Conjoint work facilitates communication about traumatic events. We recommend clinicians share details of the traumatic events with support persons at least 2-3 times prior to the conjoint session; this allows time for support persons to process their own reactions and prepare supportive or validating statements. In some cases a support person may not be appropriate for this process for various reasons and the narrative can be shared with the clinician only. For adults who do not wish to share their narration, a broader discussion of the trauma with a support person is recommended to develop a shared understanding of the traumatic event and how to support the client’s coping skills.

TI-CBTp also uses in vivo exposure to reduce post-traumatic stress and psychotic symptoms. Exposures can be conducted during or between sessions. For example, to test the belief “If I go outside, my voices will get worse,” a client might walk around the block and record how frequently they hear voices; this data can be used to challenge their belief and generate an alternative belief. Clients’ post-traumatic stress and psychosis symptom reduction should be assessed after exposure to evaluate effectiveness of treatment.

6. Relapse Management and Enhancing Safety

This final stage reinforces relapse management and safety skills. Clients and families should be well-versed in identifying signs of worsening symptoms or risk behaviors and comfortable using coping skills. When relevant, clients should have reduced substance use or self-harm behavior and increased healthy behaviors. Relapse management solidifies these skills and helps clients and families realize symptoms may worsen and they have appropriate ways of coping or seeking care. Common safety and self-care skills are reinforced at this stage (e.g., abuse prevention, healthy relationships, bullying, safe sex). These skills are useful for everyone, but essential to EP clients who are at high-risk for future maltreatment and re-hospitalization. Conjoint sessions can be helpful for discussing the family safety plan, managing future stress, and identifying family and community supports.

A transition plan for ongoing care is advisable; mandatory if the client is taking medication. New providers should understand what symptoms are better attributed to trauma vs. psychosis (e.g., hypervigilance vs. paranoia). A written transition summary of what TI-CBTp treatment entailed is helpful. Whenever possible, a joint session between current and new provider should occur to maintain engagement.
Supplement: Case Illustration of TI-CBTp Implementation

Background

Jabar (pseudonym) is a 25 year-old Syrian male (fluent in English) referred to the UCD SacEDAPT clinic following an inpatient hospitalization. Jabar completed a comprehensive intake assessment including the SCID-5 and PCL-5. Information from the initial referral suggested Jabar was experiencing full-threshold psychotic symptoms. Based on Jabar’s report at intake, he began experiencing attenuated positive symptoms in the form of somatic distortions approximately two and half years earlier. Six months later, he began hearing voices (auditory hallucinations) and believing people were out to get him (paranoid delusions). Jabar became increasingly paranoid over time, believing a microchip was implanted in his brain to monitor him. Jabar’s paranoid ideation became so distressing he quit his job to avoid people at work who might have been targeting him. He became homeless and began seeing what he described as ghosts (visual hallucinations). His symptoms persisted over a two-year period and he was hospitalized four times due to danger to self. Jabar reported long-standing depressive symptoms including depressed mood, diminished interest, increased appetite with weight gain, psychomotor retardation, loss of energy, feelings of worthlessness, difficulty concentrating, and suicidal ideation and behavior. He experienced four major depressive episodes. Regarding trauma exposure history, Jabar was born in a war zone and forcibly displaced during childhood. He grew up with a physically abusive mother who abused alcohol. Jabar temporarily lived in a refugee camp and was adopted by a couple in the United States along with his three siblings during his early adolescence. Jabar reported intense psychological distress and physiological arousal when exposed to reminders of the traumatic events (e.g., being in the presence of an intoxicated person), persistent and exaggerated negative beliefs about others and the world, persistent fear, an exaggerated startle response, hypervigilance, and irritability. He reported no current or previous substance abuse or dependence. On the Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale [36], Jabar endorsed nonspecific active suicidal thoughts in the past month, and in his lifetime, one suicide attempt and two periods of preparatory behavior. Jabar’s sister and her boyfriend, with whom he resided, provided collateral perspectives. Jabar’s family was supportive, although significant family stress and high levels of emotional expression often resulted in family conflict. Based on the symptoms described above, Jabar was diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder, depressive type, and PTSD.

Treatment Plan

Jabar’s psychotic symptoms were prominent and severe, with post-traumatic stress symptoms also present. Prior to beginning trauma-focused treatment, the clinical team determined it was necessary to stabilize his psychosis. Jabar’s chronic suicidal ideation and the high levels of expressed emotion within his family were also of concern as these could hinder treatment progress. It was determined additional family therapy would be needed to support Jabar’s clinical stability and treatment progress. As part of the CSC model, Jabar participated in weekly individual therapy, weekly peer group, bi-weekly Multi-Family Group [40], monthly psychiatry services, and case management as needed to support his vocational, financial, and recreational goals.

Psychoeducation

Jabar’s initial sessions focused on reviewing intake assessment results, psychoeducation around his diagnoses, and the treatment approach provided by the SacEDAPT Clinic. Suicidal ideation was also addressed early in treatment through creation of an individualized suicidal ideation rating scale (like a subjective units of distress scale) and a safety plan. Jabar identified coping skills to use at different levels
of suicidal ideation severity. His family received instruction on effective ways to communicate about suicide, and his environment was modified to increase safety (e.g., locking up sharp objects, restricting driving). Guidance for when to seek emergency intervention was provided. Jabar’s family was highly involved in treatment, gaining skills to support his clinical stability and treatment progress.

Jabar was initially adherent to the prescribed atypical antipsychotic medication, reporting reduced psychotic and depressive symptoms, and less intense and less frequent suicidal ideation. During this period of relative stability, he proceeded with general psychoeducation about psychosis and trauma. Over time he became less willing to endure the medication’s side effects and stopped taking them, which led his somatic hallucinations to recur. The team provided psychoeducation about medication side effects and the process of working with the treatment team to find the right medication, and supported Jabar in advocating for himself to try new medications. After several medication trials, his symptoms stabilized on an antipsychotic and antidepressant with side effect profiles he considered tolerable.

General psychoeducation began with a focus on symptoms of psychosis. Jabar identified his negative symptoms as the most impairing/distressing as they made getting out of bed and engaging in goal-related activity challenging. His family viewed this as “laziness,” and his impaired short-term memory as “avoidance”; psychoeducation was provided to the family to address these assumptions. Jabar’s suspiciousness lead to anxiety in social situations, where he frequently worried he was being judged or discriminated against. Jabar’s suspiciousness was partially grounded in his past traumatic experiences and the ongoing climate of racism in his community; distinguishing between psychotic, trauma-related, and reality-based suspiciousness was not simple. Jabar was taught to identify symptoms of anxiety and to more objectively evaluate safety within his environment. He received psychoeducation about exposure and was encouraged to participate in a weekly peer group at the clinic to increase his exposure to social situations.

Jabar identified his experiences with physical abuse and parental substance abuse as most distressing. Psychoeducation included learning about PTSD, the neurobiology of trauma (e.g., fight/flight/freeze response) and activities including the “What do you know?” game where he learned about the prevalence of physical abuse and why it occurs. Jabar’s clinician consulted with an expert on working with refugees. This expert cautioned that although Jabar’s warzone experiences may sound traumatic to someone who was not raised in that environment, for him this may have been the norm and as such, not distressing or impairing in the way one might imagine. She advised some psychoeducation about warzone trauma be covered, but with less of a focus given Jabar did not endorse significant resultant distress.

**Skill Building**

At this point, Jabar had developed coping skills to manage his suicidal ideation. For example, he regularly practiced meditation to clear his head of negative thoughts and distressing emotions. Additional relaxation skills including controlled breathing and progressive muscle relaxation were reviewed. During affect regulation, behavioral activation was crucial for Jabar as he continued to struggle with anhedonia and avolition. Jabar began regularly exercising, and increasing his engagement in activities to build mastery (e.g., caring for chickens at his house) and pleasure (e.g., spending time outside with his dog). Jabar was familiar with the cognitive model from prior treatment and began completing thought records and identifying the accuracy and helpfulness of his thoughts. One challenge for Jabar was remembering to complete thought records between sessions, as his cognitive symptoms impacted his memory. He engaged in problem-solving across multiple sessions regarding strategies for improving his memory and enlisted the help of his family in providing reminders.
Exposure

Jabar identified four traumatic incidents/themes for his narration: physical abuse intertwined with his mother’s alcohol abuse, forced migration, trust, and safety. Jabar did not exhibit avoidance in beginning the narration, but struggled to remember details of specific events due to cognitive symptoms. This made identifying “hot spots” challenging; Jabar’s sister provided the clinician with additional details about their childhood experiences to facilitate the process.

Jabar struggled to emotionally connect with the material due to affective blunting caused by his medication. In collaboration with Jabar’s prescribing psychiatrist, emotional induction (through watching video clips and identifying body cues experienced) was used during narration to help Jabar connect with feelings of sadness and anger. The Assessment of Post-Narrative Emotional State [44] was used to help Jabar identify his experiences with a wide range of emotions, rating them on a 1 to 10 scale.

During the post-exposure reassessment, Jabar reported he was not experiencing any clinically significant trauma or psychosis symptoms. His functioning had also improved; he was preparing to go back to work and increasing the frequency and quality of his social interactions.

Relapse Management and Enhancing Safety

A wellness plan [45] was completed with Jabar to help him recognize early warning signs of relapse, situations/events that may trigger relapse, ways to cope in triggering situations and when early warning signs appear, and a safety plan in case of full relapse. He identified skills/activities he uses (e.g., medication adherence, exercise) to stay well. Much of this information was covered throughout treatment; this process served to reinforce this material.

Bolstering family support was key for Jabar. Through participation in multi-family group and collateral sessions, Jabar’s sister and her boyfriend learned more effective communication skills to discuss stressful and traumatic subjects. The family planned to discuss how everyone is coping with ongoing stressors on a weekly basis, as well as more specifically about Jabar’s and his sister’s management of trauma reminders.
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